
MOJO
… the mindset behind the execution of great strategy.



To get your strategic MOJO working.

INSIGHTS
& 

IDEAS



Interesting conversations, with the 
most interesting people.



“Translating Strategy into Action, 90 percent 
of organizations fail to execute their strategies 
successfully.”

Harvard Business School Professor Robert Kaplan's book, The Balanced Scorecard.



The art of the General.
Strategy… define it?

Strategy is “direction and focus”
"The bottleneck is always at the top of the bottle.”

10%



Think different. 
To think the same is to be the same

Break patterns, change your assumptions, and challenge 
the construct…. why?

Barry O’Reilly Ep 312



The art of the General
The Attributes



Strategists can imagine a future which does not yet exist.

Future Vision



Where is your business, your industry going?
The Long Game



What’s your hypothesis?
What do you see happening?

Dorie Clark Ep 317



"Look at things not as they are, but as they can 
be. Visualisation adds value to everything. A 
big thinker always visualises what can be done 
in the future. He isn't stuck with the present.” 

Author David J. Schwartz, on the power of visualisation.



The one you have today and the one you will become.
Two businesses



Strategists can see the outcome and the steps to get there.
Future Vision

Major General Gronski           
Ep 301



Pat McNamara Ep 309

The 3 Whiteboards
The year. The next few months. Tomorrow.



The year. The next few months. Tomorrow.
The 3 Whiteboards

Language 
Health 
Culture
Brand
Mission



The year. The next few months. Tomorrow.
The 3 Whiteboards



Create the Gap
The space between stimulus and response.



The two most powerful warriors
Allocate time. Detach. Think. Consider.



Who is charged with seeing the vision and the steps.
Who is seeing the big picture?



Why it matters?
Quiet quitting is what happens when someone psychologically disengages from work. 
They may be physically present or logged into their computer, but they don't know what to 
do or why it matters. 

6 out of 10



A compelling future, a compelling why and guardrails.
What makes work meaningful?



Point of Cause.

An Idea Worth 
Rallying Around



The key ingredient for people.
MY JOB’S GOT MOJO



You 
Company 
Message

You
Company
Message



We want meaning for our work and ourselves
MY JOB’S GOT MOJO



Be intentionally strategic.
Pay attention to the Strategic Plan

Simplify 
Visualise  

Habitualise 
Rituals and routines 
Stop. Check in. Daily 

Repeat. 
Process 

not 
Outcome



Does it matter?
A great strategy can overcome a lack of talent,


But talent alone cannot overcome a lack of strategy.




STRATEGY IS ABOUT MAKING 
CHOICES, TRADE-OFFS. IT’S ABOUT 
DELIBERATELY CHOOSING TO BE 
DIFFERENT.  
—Michael Porter  



The reason you have a strategy is so that you know what to say no to.
What’s on the whiteboard?

Salar Kamangar



Motivation from Progress
Progress is made by looking back….



Where is our focus?
The Gap and The Gain.

PROGRESS   

START WITH THE MOMENTUM OF THE PAST



Interesting conversations, interesting people 



The best way to predict the future is to  
invent it............unlock your great ideas
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To contact Gary 
email: gary@garybertwistle.com

•To arrange for Gary to speak to your team or at your next conference


•To have Gary do a Virtual Keynote via Zoom for your team


•To work one to one with Gary on your strategy, brand, personal mojo


http://garybertwistle.com

